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PROPOSALS FOR THE TREATMENT OF ORIGINALS IN THE 1993 SNA

Preliminary note

According to the 1993 SNA, new "entertainment, literary or artistic originals" (in the following
briefly "originals") have to be classified under "gross fixed capital formation". The use of originals creates
services. The explanatory notes in the 1993 SNA regarding these processes, which in reality are highly
complicated, difficult and manifold, are not very clear and require interpretations and conventions. This
paper deals with some conceptual problems and proposes solutions in the treatment of originals. Although
these proposals certainly need further discussion (there are different opinions on them even at the Federal
Statistical Office), they lead to results that are reasonable in economic terms and may generally be accepted
as suggested or in a similar form.

1. Delimitation of originals

According to par. 10.34 of the 1993 SNA, acquisitions less disposals of originals (AN.1123) are
part of gross fixed capital formation (P. 51) of intangible fixed assets. These are newly created originals
(including net acquisition of existing originals from abroad) protected by copyright in the areas of

-- literature (manuscripts and illustrations)

-- compositions

-- sound recordings (on tapes)

-- image recordings (films, television, photography),

insofar as they actually create income (like fees, commissions or royalties) for the investor (author or
purchaser) over several years, irrespective of the type of use or the medium of distribution.

New computer programmes and new data banks should be included under the heading "computer
software" (AN.1122), although there are originals in this area too.

An important criterion is that income is actually created or that the creation of income is an
important purpose of the original. Manuscripts not published or books which are published but do not yield
royalties for the author are not part of gross fixed capital formation in this sense. The possibility of future
creation of income is irrelevant too. If additional income is created later, capital formation should be
shown at that time, although allocation problems regarding the proper period may occur. Because of their
short-term character, articles in newspapers and periodicals as well as news broadcasts generally are not
part of gross fixed capital formation.
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New paintings, sculptures and other (tangible) works of art are acquisitions less disposals of
valuables (P. 53) and thus part of gross capital formation (P. 5, see par. 10.32). Consequently, they are not
part of acquisitions less disposals of originals.

2. Can originals be divided?

To show capital formation of originals, it is important to know whether originals can be divided
and thus have several investors. The 1993 SNA does not answer this question. Those supporting this thesis
consider the original as a set of exploitation rights which can be sold as such to different exploiters, who
consequently become investors.

The thesis of divisibility should be rejected; instead, an original should be considered as an
indivisible whole (thesis of integrality), for which different exploitation rights may be granted. Generally,
the relevant payment received is a payment for services (par. 6.146).

3. Are there several originals?

In the annex to chapter XIII of the SNA, the following is stated: "In some cases, such as films,
there may be multiple originals." According to the thesis of integrality, this is possible only if there are
different versions of an original (e.g. films in different languages or with slight modifications of contents).

It should not be inferred from the SNA explanations that each of different copies of the carrier of
the original (film copies, copies of manuscripts) is an original. Similarly, different exploitation rights of an
original do not constitute several originals.

4. Selling originals

In Germany, many originals cannot be sold, even after the author has died. Nevertheless, from an
economic point of view, selling an original might be considered. This would however require that all
exploitation rights that are relevant in economic terms are entirely transferred to the exploiter. After that
transfer, the author would no longer be allowed to earn an income from the original or to grant other
exploitation rights. This will happen very seldom - at least in Germany -, so that generally the author is at
the same time the investor. The author produces own-account fixed assets and receives payments for
services from the use or the exploitation of his original by third parties.

5. Intangible non-produced assets (leases and other transferable contracts)

There is a great variety of different economic uses (exploitations) of originals. If the owner
receives current payments, these are nearly always receipts from the sale of services according to par.
6.146 of the 1993 SNA. Payment by instalments for the purchase of an original is impossible particularly
in those cases where the payment is made as a share in the turnover or in proportion to the number of
performances of a film or a piece of music, the number of books sold, etc.

A difficult question to answer is how large single payments to the author should be recorded
which grant the exploiter the right to use the original for an unspecified period of time or for several years.
The following alternatives should be examined:
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a) Purchase of the original (capital formation)

b) Purchase of a part of the original (capital formation)

c) Purchase of a lease or contract (purchase of a non-produced asset)

d) Prepayment for future uses (advance payment for the purchases of services)

Purchasing the original as a whole will occur very seldom (at least in Germany). Purchasing a
part of the original is not possible according to the thesis of integrality. Purchasing a lease or contract is
possible according to the 1993 SNA. This would however have the unacceptable consequence that the
seller earns no income because, according to the 1993 SNA (par. 12.21), intangible non-produced assets
are recorded in the account for other volume changes if they appear for the first time. It follows from these
considerations that showing an advance payment for future use is the most appropriate solution in
economic terms. Prepayment is a financial asset which is amortized in the following years through the use
of the contract. In the following years, the owner of the original provides services (output) and the user
purchases (imports) these services (intermediate consumption). In statistical practice, one might employ a
macroeconomic simplification, i.e. do without the creation of financial assets and liabilities, so that the
entire flow of payments is shown as payment for services, although allocation problems regarding the
proper period may occur. It is assumed here that for the whole economy the flow of prepayments is
roughly constant.

Leases and other transferable contracts (AN.222) would be shown only if the right to exploit
future events or originals that are not yet existing is purchased for remuneration. Examples are television
broadcasts of future sporting events, the right to exploit films or sound recordings which might be created
only in a few years' time. The acquisition of an intangible non-produced asset has to be shown to the
amount of the sum paid, without production or value added being created.

The treatment of purchases of leases or contracts and of advances for uses of originals as
suggested above is particularly important for the treatment of transactions made by "traders of rights"
according to the 1993 SNA. Such traders of rights are persons or institutions which on a large scale
purchase the rights of films and the like for several years or areas and then sell the use of these rights to
television companies or cinemas. According to this proposal, the payments made by the "trader of rights"
to the film producer would be recorded as intermediate consumption, while his income from the fees for
film performances would be shown as output.


